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ACO Compare 3.0
Holistic Single-Click View of Performance,
Trends, and Comparative Analysis of
ACOs Around the Country

The MSSP ACOs have saved Medicare over $2 billion since their inception in
2012, but taking a close look at the past results shows that the distribution of
savings is varied. Nearly 42 percent of the ACOs founded in 2012-2013
generated more savings compared to 18 percent of the 2016 starters. The
newer ACOs usually need foundational work to kickstart savings and have little
prior experience or learnings. On the other hand, the older players have had
ample time to learn, explore improvement opportunities, and build new care
management models. Advancing quality in care requires this divide to be
bridged.
ACOs, whether new or old, requires an in-depth analysis of their performance
across different quality metrics. Analyzing their performance to strategically
move forward and succeed in the transition to value is a high priority for ACOs.

Challenges faced by ACO
Generating maximum savings with little visibility of growth areas and what
holds them back is a challenge for ACOs. When it comes to maximizing their
clinical and financial outcomes, the major challenges ACOs face are:
Unavailability of suitable platform to analyze performance
As quality assumes a central role in healthcare, ACOs require a unified platform
which could help them measure and analyze their performance over time and
bridge the gaps in care.
Lack of experience for newer ACOs
ACOs require a detailed visibility into their performance to identify the cost
drivers and high-utilization factors. Keeping the national and state benchmarks
in sight can assist ACOs with enhancing their performance.
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An advanced tool to support ACO
ACO Compare 3.0, Innovaccer’s one-of-its-kind tool, compares the ACOs
around the country on multiple metrics of performance. It assembles
extensively researched data and provides a transparent and holistic view of
ACO performance on various cost, quality, and utilization metrics. ACO
Compare 3.0 can compare up to five ACOs at once, observe their year-wise
trends and performance against the state and national average. ACO Compare
3.0 assists the providers with:
Detailed Analysis
ACOs can assess their performance trends over the years to get a refined
understanding of where they stand in their states and collaborate their efforts
to drive network-wide improvement.
Personalized Performance Report
ACOs can closely monitor their own performance across various metrics
through a personalized, easily-downloadable performance report and tap into
improvement opportunities.
Performance Drivers
The tool provides a drilled-down analysis of ACO performance from an
aggregate level of comparison to different levels of expenditure and utilization
along with their major drivers.
Compare the Performance
Comparing up to five ACOs simultaneously, the tool provides a detailed
analysis on various quality, cost, utilization measures and delivers
comprehensive insights into overall, year-wise performance.
User-friendly Point-and-Click Feature
ACO Compare 3.0 provides the user with interactive dashboards along with
several scatter plots and bar graphs to easily understand performance gaps
and outliers- with a single click.

About Innovaccer
Innovaccer Inc. is a leading healthcare data platform company focused on
delivering more efficient and effective healthcare through the use of pioneering
analytics combined with transparent and accurate data. Innovaccer’s aim is to
simplify complex data from all points of care, streamline the information to
provide key insights, and help organizations take action to realize strategic
goals. Its products have been deployed across more than 500 locations with
over 10,000 providers leveraging it at institutions, governmental organizations,
and several corporate enterprises such as Mercy ACO, StratiFi Health, Catalyst
Health Network, Osler Health Network, and PHIX HIE. Innovaccer is based in
San Francisco with offices around the United States and Asia.
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